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Provide input on the sticky notes below for any other examples you think should be considered.

10 minutes

Potential ridership /

revenue / faciity

sharing synergies of

connections between

preferred routes, and

between preferred

routes and Corridor ID

routes.

Report segmented

capital cost by

owner: Amtrak

(eqpt, etc.) vs.

stations vs. host

RR

How service

schedules will

change whe

these routes are

systematically

added

Access to

health care

centers

Opex and Capex

should be

reported per train

mile (particularly

opex)

Service to

areas that

don't currently

have any

How state

 supported

routes will

interact and

schedule with

these routes

First mile / last

mile

connections

Look at other

modes

people could

use instead of

rail.

Bear in mind the current

fragile / tenuous state

of intercity bus service

outside the major

corridor markets --

service is collapsing in

already underserved

areas.

Ensuring that

large new

markets are

served

Complexity would

be proportional to

cost and to route

length/number of

new stations

needed

Part 3

Overall

benefits to

the all types

of riders

future growth

opbportunities

for ridership

and pulic

benefits

Once in the service

planning phase design

for desirable

departure / arrival

times for key

destinations along the

routes (including

overnight timings, etc.)

access to all

public land,

not just NPS

Leverage other

established or

planned regional

corridors to reduce

costs, such as

Corridor ID

What other examples should be considered?

Look at future

growth in MSA

areas since

projections are out

in 2050 and 2060

Access for riders

to service (how

do they get

there, especially

by modes other

than automobile.)

Coverage is

great, but

frequency

and reliability

are better

Keep in mind

other state

expansion

efforts through

rail plans

Balance of

both

Ridership &

Revenue

Work with

both Class 1's

and shortlines

Consolidate

some segments

to reduce costs

(Tulsa-OKC-

Dallas). 

You should

consider

ridership

O&M Metric:

Passenger miles

and/or revenue

per onboard

employee hour.

cost-

effectiveness,

e.g. trips/cost

consider

competition

with intercity

bus

How do you

know that

people will

use the

service?

How will the rural

areas support the

continued

maintenance of

the stations?

Other modes of

public

transportation

should be

considred as wel

To be more useful, the travel time

estimates should be made more

precise and route-specific (sharpen

the pencil). Additionally, estimating

the capital cost to improve these trips

times in key areas would be

important. For instance, DFW-ATL at

22 hours is a big looser operationally.

Getting this time down so that

(travel+recovery+service)<= 24 hours

would make it more viable. What

would it cost to do so? 

Preliminary

Purpose and

Need

There should be a careful

consideration of the interaction

between state supported

services and CID and this

network. There is the potential

for incentives and disincentives

of having these routes to state

supported services. Direct

engagement with SAIPRC and

the SPC may be fruitful.  

Proposed

future

ridership

projections

cost of riding

these routes

versus other

modes

risks to states pursuing

Corridor ID if there's a

map of LD services - how

to create an incentive for

corridor ID services to

move forward where

they may be LD services

that could benefit from

links

risks to states pursuing

Corridor ID if there's a

map of LD services - how

to create an incentive for

corridor ID services to

move forward where

they may be LD services

that could benefit from

links

Work with MPOs  - get

them more involved in

the process. They

typically only work

with FHWA and FTA

but can be a great

partner

I think it will be important to think about

how some of these routes can be broken

up to be more efficient, more reliable, and

more easily implemented. To be more

direct, I think we should be planning more

Palmettos and not more California

Zephyrs. As I write this, there are 6

Zephyrs on the road and the average time

late is over an hour.  The two Palmettos

are nearly on time. Shorter LD trains are

more reliable. Longer corridor trains tend

to be more efficient. The sweet spot is

probably a 12-20 hour route schedule.

It should not be a priority

to create a LD route

parallel to a HSR route if

the service doesn't

operate on the HSR

infrastructure. Operating

on high speed rail lines

should be encouraged.

Other Criteria

Proposed Preferred RoutesPart 1

Proposed Preferred Routes

Consistency with Intercity

Passenger Rail Projects

Complexity in Development

and Implementation

O&M Cost Estimates

Capital Cost EstimatesPublic and Rider Benefits

Part 2

Place the sticky dot on each “Category” that should be prioritized as we develop an implementation

phasing plan. Please limit to 3 sticky dots.

10 minutes

What parameters are the most important to consider for prioritization?

15 11

6 11 11

Evaluation Criteria


